N2 Generator (N2G) is the leader in developing the purest nitrogen generation systems for consumer and commercial vehicles. The N2G-6 is the newest opportunity for dealers to drive revenues and profits and improve customer retention.

Profitable Investment
- The N2G system is fully automated and affordable and offers a new profit center for your business.
- Return on investment averages less than 90 days.

Pure Customer Satisfaction
- Increase customer retention by helping your customer keep a proper tire inflation pressure which will maximize their car’s tire life and fuel efficiency.
- The higher the nitrogen tire content the more consistent the tire pressure and longer the tire tread life. Nitrogen tire inflation will also reduce false TPMS alarms caused by under inflated tires.
- Use nitrogen tire inflation as an added value sale incentive with new tire purchases.
The Portable N2 Generator

Product Specifications

- Portable and fully automated N2G-6 Generator is low maintenance and ideal for car dealerships, lube shops, auto repair centers, and tire stores.
- Advanced Pressure Swing Absorption (PSA) technology offers average vehicle inflation in less than 12 minutes with a capability to deliver 99.9% pure nitrogen at 100-145 PSI.
- Equipped with automatic inflation system to ensure accurate pressure and purity in tire.
- N2G Sales Kit: Banner, green valve caps, static cling windshield decals, and nitrogen benefits brochures.
- **53”H x 24”W x 24”D**

Product Accessories (Optional)

- Green Plastic Valve Caps (1000 pieces)
- Chrome Valve Caps (400 pieces)
- Nitrogen Benefits Brochures (250 pieces)
- Static Cling Windshield Decals (100 pieces)
- Point-of-Sale Banner
- 4 Replacement Chucks
- Maintenance Kit
- Digital Nitrogen Purity Analyzer
- Auto Tire Inflator (handles 4-6 tires)
- Nitrogen Hose
- ASME Nitrogen Storage Tank (30/60 gallons)

Contact Us:

404-432-4457 sales@n2generator.com
2295 Towne Lake Parkway, Suite 116-164
Woodstock, GA 30189

www.n2generator.com